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About this document 
Customers today actively visit major e-commerce portals like Amazon to search, seek, compare and 

consume brand/product information before making a purchase decision. Our goal is to present our 

selection in a curated and personalized manner such that customers feel like they’re wandering 

through a mall where their favorite brands are featured but also being able to discover new brands 

and styles with a boutique-like feel where it’s easy to find anything they’re looking for.   

The information that you upload to Amazon is displayed on the product detail page and plays a 

critical role in educate customers to purchase your products. Since Amazon customers are not able 

to physically pick up or view products when shopping for an item, our goal is to enable the customer 

to make an informed buying decision by providing as much information as possible on the product 

detail page. A good detail page is a proven way of driving traffic, product discoverability and online 

product sales. The below style guide has two components: Data and Imaging .This Style Guide is 

intended to give you guidance you need to create effective, accurate product detail pages in 

Jewellery category.  
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Product Detail Page. 
The detail page shows information about the product, including images, product specifications, and 

prices. It also shows customer-generated content that can help to inform the purchasing decision, 

such as customer reviews and other post-purchase feedback. 

Product Detail Pages with rich & accurate information and high resolution product images not only 

help in driving traffic and sales but also inspire a customer to spend more time shopping for your 

products to discover a selection matching his style, latest trends  and preferences. The standard 

amazon product detail pages have various components which directly impact the customer’s online 

buying experience. These key features have been highlighted below. 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Product Title 

Product Feature Bullets 

High Resolution -Main Product Image 

High Resolution Product images & video 

Relevant Product Attributes 
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Product detail page feature Customer impact 

Product Title Product title is the first thing which customers see when visiting your 
detail page.  
Clear and concise titles will improve search results and catch the 
customer’s attention. 

Product Feature Bullets Feature bullet summarizes the key benefits and USPs of your product.  
Customer may finalize a purchase decision based on this information 
alone, or it may interest them enough to then read the full product 
description. 

High Resolution Product 
Images 

High resolution images allow customers to be able to zoom in and 
view the product from close detail.  
This is similar to the “touch” & “feel” which a customer does in 
physical retail.  
Professional images on white backgrounds will not only bring life & 
added attractiveness to your products but also would help drive sales 
conversions 
Have relevant angles of image which will drive customers to make the 
purchase decision 

Relevant Product 
Attributes 

Allows the customer to better understand and evaluate the product 
he is looking for based on a standardized set of product attributes.  
These attributes highlight the key features and benefits of your 
products  

Product Description This section is an opportunity to sell or promote the product & brand. 
Speak about its USP, design aesthetics, brand information etc.  
An accurate and consistent description of an item enables a customer 
to gain insight into a product and improves the overall shopping 
experience. 
 Use the product description to describe the product clearly and 
differentiate it from similar products 

 

Product Titles on Amazon.in 
Your product title is the first thing customers see when visiting your detail page and is vital in helping 

customers to find your products when they search online or visit  Amazon.in . Titles also give 

important information to browsing customers, increasing the chances that they will click on and 

purchase one of your items. 

Amazon uses the words in product titles to display your products in search results. A concise and 

relevant title will drive traffic to your product.  Always check titles for consistent format and 

accuracy. Follow the guidelines below to create product titles that make a good first impression. 

Product Description  
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DO DON’T  

Capitalize the first letter of each word 
Eg. Isharya African Turquoise Hoop Earring for 
Women 

Do not use ALL CAPITAL LETTERS 

Use numerals ( 2 instead of “Two”) Do not provide Pricing ,shipping cost, company 
information, seller information 

Keep it short but include relevant information Do not include symbols in your listings such as ! * 
$  >  @ etc. 

Make sure that the title does not contain more 
than 100 characters   

Do not include promotional messages such as 
“Sale” or “Offer” etc in the title 

Title should have not more than 10 words   

Follow the title structure defined below.  

 

Title Structure (Elements to include) 

 
[Brand] + [Collection Name] + [Color Name] + [Metal/Material Type] +  [Item Shape] 

+[Category] “for”+ [Department/Gender] 
 

Ex: Kate Spade Florida Collection Green Bead Hoop Earring for Women 
Ex: Karigari Anarkali Collection Silver Chain Necklace for Women 

Ex: Peora 92.5 CZ Sterling Silver Ring for Men 

 

Product Title – Good vs. Bad Title Example 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Good Ex: Concise information 

speaking about the color & 

type of earring 

Bad Ex: Capital letters; Price 

information in title; Size information 

in title. 
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Product Feature Bullet 
The Key Product Features bullets on the detail page give the customer more details about your 

product and can influence the customer purchase decision. Customers use this section to get a 

snapshot of the product. They may finalize a purchase decision based on this information alone. 

There are five featured bullets, each with a recommended maximum of 80 characters per line 

 Be clear, specific, and include product information only  

 Do not include shipping or company information. Amazon policy prohibits including seller, 
company, or shipping information  

 The description helps customers evaluate a product, so any non-product-specific information can 
decrease your chance of a sale. 

 

The table below captures the recommendations on the content for Featured Bullets  

 Content Example : Feature Bullets 

1 Material- Color-Design 18k plated gold filigree that houses the finest blue lapis lazuli  

2 Usage Pair these traditional Indian-inspired jewels with a vibrant, 
tangerine gown for an enhanced formal look.  

3 Care & Disclaimer Ex 1: This product is handmade & hence the product can be 
non-uniform & vary in color & texture.  

4 Dimension Measures 9.5 cm long and 5 cm across. 

5 Clasp/Chain/Earring 
Back/Resizeable/Expandable 

Made of chain of wheat design with fold over clasp 

6 Stone/Pearl clarity, cut, size Pearl of 1/10 cttw, H-I Clarity, I2-I3 Clarity 

7 Certification/Special 
Properties 

IGI certified diamond 

 

DONTs 
 

 Use hyphens, symbols, periods, or exclamation points 

 Write vague statements; be as specific as possible with product features and 
attributes 

 Enter company-specific information; this section is for product features only 

DOs  Write all numbers as numerals  

 In bullets with multiple phrases; separate the phrases with semicolons 

 Spell out measurements such as quart, inch, feet, and so on  

 

Examples of Good Product Features 

 18k plated gold filigree that houses the finest blue lapis lazuli 

 Pair these traditional fusion jewels with a vibrant, tangerine gown for an enhanced formal look  

 This product is handmade & hence the product can be non-uniform & vary in color & texture 

 Measures 15” long and 5 cm across. 

 Made of chain of wheat design with fold over clasp 
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Examples of Bad product Features 

 - orange 

 Extremely reliable** 

 anyone will love this product! 

 42 mm 

 comes in a box! 

Jewellery Attribute, Product Specifications and Browse Refinement 
Not all jewellery are same, so customers need help to find what they are looking for. The template 

includes a number of attributes that you should fill in to maximize your chances of selling on 

Amazon. All of these attributes are associated with a set of valid values to make the process of filling 

in the file easier; you will find the list of valid values in the amazon data templates. 

The data which you provide against the respective attributes flows in the following buckets Browse 

refinements and Product specification  

Product Specification Browse Refinement 

    

 The product specification is shown to 
customers in the grey table on the detail page. 

 This section is automatically filled with 
attributes from the inventory file that you 
upload 

 To ensure that the customer has enough 
information ‘above the fold’ to make a 
purchasing decision, please fill as many as 
possible of the fields in amazon data files.  

 Customers use ‘refinements’, i.e. selectable 
options on the left side of the page, to find 
products with the specs they are looking for. 

 Product with missing product-specification are 
harder for the customers to find 

 Our research has shown that customers actively 
use browse refinements when looking for 
products on the website, so your failure to 
provide that information may mean missing a 
selling opportunity. 
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Mandatory Attribute 
The amazon data template includes a number of attributes that you should fill in to maximize your 

chances of selling on Amazon. All of these attributes are associated with a set of valid values to make 

the process of filling in the file easier. 

Because of the importance of comprehensive product information and refinements in our 

customers’ purchasing process and site experience, we define a number of attributes as mandatory 

for creating a new listing. The SKU creation process in Amazon will return an error if these attributes 

are not filled in. The lists of mandatory attributes are as below (in addition to Amazon general 

mandatory attributes): 

 Gender 
 Item Shape – 

Necklace 
type/Bracelet Type/ 
Earring Type 

 Ring Size 
 Material Color 
 Material Color Map 
 External Product ID 

 Item Name 
 Manufacturer 
 Part Number 
 Ring Size 
 Necklace Length 
 No of stones 
 If Metal – Metal 

Type 
 Collection Name 

 Model Number 
 Special Feature(s) 
 Warranty Type 
 Search Keyword(s) 
 Product Description 
 Lifestyle 
 Clasp Type 
 Chain Type 
 Earring Backing 

 

Key Product Description  
When you describe your product, you might want to include some key features listed in your Feature 

bullets. However, go beyond a simple to-the-point description. Well-written product descriptions 

help the customer imagine the experience of owning or handling your product. Put yourself in your 

customers' shoes: what would they want to feel, touch, or ask?  Incorporating information about the 

feel, usage and benefits of your product can fire the customer's imagination. This is as close as you 

can come to creating an in-store experience. 

DO DONT’s 

Describe the major product features and list  
product information including size, used-for  
and style 

Do not include your seller name, e-mail 
address, website URL, or any company-specific 
information 

Keep it short, but include critical information Do not write about anything but the product 
for sale; this is your opportunity to tell the 
customer what they are buying 

Include accurate dimensions, care instructions  
and warranty information 

Do not include promotional language such as 
"sale" , “promotion” etc 

Use correct grammar and complete sentences 

Be sure that product claims are truthful and  
substantiated 
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Example: Good Product Description: 

“What better way to stun the party-scape than with a statement necklace? Cash in on the raging 

trend of dramatic neckpieces with our latest offering and be assured of a timeless treasure. Its 

versatility allows you to pair it with everything from a LBD to a feminine blouse. Its exquisitely 

handcrafted with green amazonite and 18k gold plated brass. The stones measure between 1.5 cm 

long by 2 cm wide to 5 cm long by 6 cm wide. Total length is 52 cm from end to end. “ 

Search Experience 
Search terms help customers find your products. Your product titles and company name are already 

searchable, so think about other words that describe your product. Think like Amazon customers 

when choosing your terms; use words they might enter into the search bar, including synonyms. 

Make sure they can find your products! 

 

Guidelines for listing search term 

 The words you choose are the terms our search engine pulls from when customers search the 
site  

 The individual words of the title, seller, and brand are also automatically included as search terms 
and do not need to be repeated in your search terms 

 Any combination of title words and search terms are fully searchable 

 Example: Wedding Collection, Silver Jewellery, Statement Necklace, Red Earring 
 

 

 

 

Think like your Customer 
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Images 
Product images are displayed on the search page and the product detail page.  A professional image 

helps customers discover your product and can drive traffic to your product listings.  Show 

customers what they will receive in their shipment (and only what they will receive). Make it easy for 

them to identify your product with a clear, high-quality image displaying exactly what you're 

offering. 

Imaging Guidelines 

 Images must be a minimum length/width of 1000 pixels on the longest side. We encourage the 
use of images with a resolution of 1000 pixels to allow the zoom function to be  
enabled 

 The product should occupy 80% to 90% of the image area, and the background must be 100%  
white. 

 The product image must be free of text or watermarks. 

 Each product must compulsorily have a main product image complying with the above 
standards. 

 You can use up to 5 images per product to show different views and features in order to enhance 
customer experience. ( Refer to below set of representative images ) 
 

Zoom Functionality  

When you submit an image of at least 1,000 dpi, customers can zoom in on your product image on 
the detail page. This provides a detailed look at your product and may reduce returns and negative 
feedback 

 

Example-Main Product Image 
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Example – Additional Product Images 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Imaging 
– DOs 

 Professionally photographed with no obvious reflections 

 100%  White background 

 The product shown in image must be recognizable, in focus and well lit 

 Include only what the customer will receive; accessories that are not part of 
the product should not be shown 

Imaging–
DONTs 

 Please do not show a picture with multiple colors of your product; only the  
product color you are offering should be displayed in the image 

 Borders, watermarks, text, or other decorations 

 Colored backgrounds or lifestyle pictures or products with model 

 Other products, items or accessories that are not part of the product listing;  
 

 

Example: Good product images 
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Example : Bad product images 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Do not use pictures 

with model & no 

focus on product 

The image should 

show product clearly 

against a white 

background. Also 

there is text with 

brand name in the 

image 

The cannot be the 

main image for a 

necklace where just a 

part of the necklace is 

the main image.  
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Annexure 1: Item Shape: For necklace, Earring, Bracelets 
NECKLACE TYPE 

CHOKER PENDANT CHAIN MULTISTRAND MANGALSUTRA 

A choker is anything which is 
around the neck- with clasp or 

string or just like a collar, 
which is close to the neck. 

A chain with a single 
pendant or multiple 

pendants. 

A single strand of 
pearls/stones/metal/ringlets/ 

material which is with or 
without clasp. Any tassels or 
attachments with chain will 

also come under chain  

Multiple chains and 
strands with or 
without clasp 

The golden and black beaded 
chain and pendant used as 

wedding requirement. 

 

 

 

 
 

BANGLE TYPE 

Bangle Charm Bracelet Cuff/Kadaa Bangle Set Single strand 
bracelet 

Multi strand 
bracelet 

Single bangle 
which is stiff/ made 
of metal or glass or 
acrylic etc. With or 

without Clasp 

Any chain with 
single or multiple 
charms/pendants 
linked. Clasped or 
without clasp. Any 

material 

Stiff bangle/ 
kadaa/cuff which is 

sometimes 
adjustable - has no 

clasp/ closure 
mechanism 

Multiple bangles as 
one set 

Single strand with 
or without a clasp. 

Any material. 

Multiple strands 
with one closure 
link or more, as 

one set. 

 

   
   

EARRING TYPE 

Drops & Danglers 
 

Hoops 
 

Jhumkis 
 

Studs 
 

Clip-On 

Any earrings which are 
not hoops, Jhumkis, 

studs or clip on 

Round hoops or 
circular earrings with 

clasp/stem. Also 
known as Baalis 

Anything with umbrella 
look which is ornate or 

flowy. With clasp or 
French hook  

stud earrings is the 
appearance of floating 

on the ear without a 
visible from front point 

of connection 

Earrings which do not need an 
ear pierce but can be just 

clipped to the ear by  a clasp 
or press 
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Annexure 2: Ethnic Theme 
THEME TYPE 

Jadau Kashmira Kundan Meenakari Navratna 

Jadau has stones 
which are inset in any 

metal 

Handmade beaded 
ethnic jewellery from 

kashmir 

Artificial polki look – 
stone inset in metal 

colored and 
ornamental surface 
of metals by fusing 

over it brilliant colors 
and decorated in an 

intricate design 

Studded in 9 typical 
stones-named below 

 

  

 

 

 

Pachchikam Lac Tribal Turkish Filigree 

Similar to Kundan, 
but relatively crude 

and from Gujrat. 

Made of Lac material made by indigenous 
tribal artisans using 

local materials 

Evil eye-
Mediterranean look 

Fine work on silver – 
gold plated at times. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Temple     

temple jewelry 
designs in motifs, 

dots or even 
ambiguous patterns 
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Annexure 3: Dimensions : Necklace & Stone Dimension 
Necklace length 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stone length: The stone length without the setting it is in 

    

Stone width: the stone width without the setting it is in 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In a single strand or pendant- 

measure length from clasp to 

the end of the chain including 

the pendant if any. 

In a multi strand necklace length 

measure the length from clasp 

to the end of the longest chain 

including the pendant if any. 
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Annexure 4: Clasp Design 
CLASP LAYOUT 

Bangle Bracelet Clasp Box Safety Clasp Box with Tongue Clasp 
Box with Tongue & Safety 

Clasp 

   
 

Buckle Deployment Clasp Expansion Band Fold-Over Clasp 

 

 

 

 

Fold-Over Clasp with 
Double Push Button Safety 

Fold-Over Clasp with 
Hidden Double Push 

Button Safety 

Fold-Over Clasp with 
Safety 

Invisible Double Locking 
Clasp 

    
Lobster Claw Clasp Multi-Strand Box Clasp Pearl Clasp Push & Slide Clasp 

  

 

 
 

Push Button Clasp Spring Ring Clasp Toggle Clasp  
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Annexure 5: Earring Back Design 
EARRING BACK TYPE 

Clip-On Click Top Clutchless Creole 

    
Drop Ear Wire Endless Euro Wire 

 

  
 

Fishhook French Wire Hidden Snap Posts Hinge with Notch Post 

    
La Pousette Posts & 

Clutches 
Lever Back Omega Back Post & Butterfly 

 

 

 
  

Post with French Clip Post with Friction Back Post with Snap Down Screw Back 

 

   

Shepherd's Hook No Backfinding magnetic  
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Annexure 6: Chain Design 
CHAIN TYPE 

Short link Ball Bead Belcher 
  

 

 

Box Byzantine Cable Curb 

   
 

Franco Herringbone Link Mariner 

 

  

 

Omega Popcorn Rope Singapore 

   
 

Snake Spiga Wheat  

  
 

 

 


